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I can remember when it first happened- when my dungeon shook and my chains fell off. I 

had recently gone through a horrible experience and felt there was nowhere to turn, no one 

who could give voice to my ache, my pain, and my rage. 

I feared that many wouldn't understand. 

At the time, I was immersed in white evangelical church life. I had been the one selected to 

lead a group through John Piper's Bloodlines because the church wanted to be more 

"diverse." I was probably the first black person to preach there. 

That usually came with a badge of honor - the "first'' usually means you're breaking barriers 

(or so I thought). Then Trump happened. Then the shootings of unarmed black people. Then 

... the white responses in the church I was in. 

I was confused. 

"How could they be around me and my wife and say this about black people?" 

"How did they not know us?" 

"How could they believe this?" 

"Why aren't we speaking about this?" 

Confusion compounded by the employer who used my abstention from the National 

Anthem as an opportunity to lecture me on NFL protests and oppression. 

Confusion compounded by the colleagues who said, "there's no need for Black History 

Month," and another, "there's no such thing as black theology." 

Confusion compounded by another colleague who reported me for inappropriate touching 

after I side-hugged her while bidding her a good weekend. Maybe at that moment I forgot all 

the lessons my mom taught me about being careful around white women. Did she know that 

they see her as innocent and me as a danger? Maybe she believed the lie that Amy Cooper 

believed: that her whiteness is a weapon to keep a "n- in his place." 

READ: Lamentations 5 for 2020 

And then my confusion turned to rage as the comments continued. 

"You are losing the gospel." 

"l'n1 not racist. n 

"You're a soda/justice warrior." 

"I have black.friends." 

"All lives matter." 
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RAGE IS THE PUBLIC CRY 

FOR BLACK DIGNITY. IT 

BECOMES THE PUBLIC 

EXPRESSION OF A 

THEOLOGICAL TRUTH THAT 

BLACK LIVES MATTER TO 

GOD. 
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